ILI Law Review
Emphasis on legal research is gaining popularity albeit at a slow pace in spite of research being
an essential requirement of legal profession be in terms of practice or in academia. As a result
quality legal research has become increasingly challenging and dwindling rapidly due to lack of
encouragement and recognition.

The ILI Law Review is an initiative of ILI to encourage scholarship in the fields of law and
allied subjects among the law students, academia, bar and bench in India and abroad. It is
expected that the ILI Law Review will cater to the desired needs of scholars, researchers,
lawyers, policy makers and dedicated law students in the diverse arenas of legal research.
The ILI Law Review will be an Online Journal and each article submitted for publication
goes through a three-tier selection process. The selection process includes vetting of the
articles by students, experts from ILI faculty and finally by an external expert. It is also
important to note that the ILI Law Review is proposed to be an environment friendly
publication because at no stage of the publication papers are used. Many factors make the
Law Review unique and different from other journals. It is the first online law journal in the
country to be assigned with the ISSN code, which is indicative of its quality and standard. As
we believe in unconditional dissemination of knowledge, the journal is open-sourced and all
articles are available free of cost.
It is our intention to make available all issues free of charge through our online archive, thus
making it a kind of free non-commercial service dedicated to the advancement of legal
research and education. Through its peer-reviewed processes and constant dedication to
maintain international standards, the ILI Law Review aims to be a vehicle of quality legal
scholarship within the country and abroad.
Publication Policy
Environment Friendly: Paper or paper product(s) have not been used at any stage of
publication of ILI Law Review.
Open Access: Accessible by anyone from anywhere in the world from the official website of
the Indian Law Institute (http://www.ili.ac.in).
Preference: Though the journal is open for all preference shall be given to papers/articles
written bypostgraduate and research students from India and abroad and other young
scholars.
Categories: ILI Law Review contains three categories of publications: Articles, Notes/
Comments and Case Comments
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Student Editorial Committee
The Student Editorial Committee consist minimum three and maximum eight students. The
composition of the Committee is as follows: Three students from LL.M. one year and Three
from Ph.D. course. If the Editorial team feel necessary, it may fill the remaining two
positions of Student Editorial Committee.
Manuscript Submission for Publication
The ILI Law Review welcomes manuscript submissions in MS-Word format concerning any
contemporary socio, economic and legal developments under three categories given below:
1. Articles (Word Limit 6000-8000) excluding footnotes.
2. Notes (Word Limit 2000 – 3000) excluding footnotes.
3. Case Comments (Word Limit 1000 – 2000) excluding footnotes.
The submission of manuscript shall accompany with a declaration to the effect that it is the
original work and not published elsewhere and a duly filled copyright form.
Publication of ILI Law Review
The ILI Law Review is published twice in a year namely Winter Issue and Summer Issue.
Submissions would be accepted throughout the year.
Name of the Issue
Autumn
Winter

Issue Period
November - December
May - June

The articles shall be the original work of the author and not published elsewhere. The ILI
Law Review reserves its right to make sure that the manuscripts submitted for publication are
not in contravention of the legal and ethical standards of copyright protection. However, the
ILI Law Review does not claim any liability for any copyright infringement by the authors.
The ILI Law Review shall consider only those manuscripts that are final and containing the
latest information/data. The sources of data/information/idea/ shall be adequately disclosed as
footnotes. The footnotes/citation shall be as per the Journal of Indian Law Institute style.
Softcopies of the manuscript may be submitted to ililawreview@ili.ac.in
Disclaimer
The Indian Law Institute shall be the sole copyright owner of all the published material.
Apart from fair dealing for the purposes of research, private study or criticism no part of this
journal shall be copied, adapted, and abridged, without prior written permission from the
publisher.
The editors and publishers do not claim any responsibility for the views expressed by the
contributors and for the errors, if any, in the information contained in the journal.
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